T/CCI CNC Large Format Includes Metal Turning Milling Drilling and Assembly
As reported on abnewswire.com:
Posted on May 22, 2015
T/CCI Customer Connection, the manufacturer’s monthly newsletter reported
that T/CCI is a recognized leader in large, high precision machine work and
skilled technicians deliver on even the most challenging of jobs. T/CCI’s CNC
Machining division is respected for high precision large format including metal
turning, milling, drilling, and assembly. T/CCI contract manufacturing delivers
end-to-end solutions providing engineering prototype development, fabrication,
CNC machining, verification, onsite assembly and product delivery. The
manufacturer understand that time is money. T/CCI is invested in getting the job
done right and delivering on time with our state-of-the-art large format CNC
machines that can handle the largest, most complex projects.
T/CCI’s logistics center and global footprint ensures that we can also provide cost
efficient sourcing and delivery. The engineers and skilled professionals take a
look to help companies accomplish a custom designed solution that will
outperform and outlast the competition.
T/CCI (www.tccimfg.com) manufactures built to last quality, dependable, and
environmentally safe compressors for a wide range of vehicle applications.
Widely respected, ISO-certified T/CCI is a global leader with over 50 years’
experience manufacturing heavy duty compressors and clutches for the mobile
air-conditioning and refrigeration industries, including for a wide range of
vehicles from construction and military to heavy-duty trucking and bus transit.
This wide range of OEM heavy duty compressors supplies companies such as
Caterpillar, CNH, Navistar, ThermoKing, and Carrier.
T/CCI’s global footprint spans manufacturing locations in China, Argentina, and
Illinois with warehousing, sales, and engineering in Illinois, Texas, China,
Argentina, Ireland, Germany, and Spain. A team of highly skilled engineers are
dedicated to providing fast, responsive service, and custom designed solutions.
T/CCI provides the industry with the latest in innovative compressor designs,
testing, manufacturing, and quality assurance processes.

With services that range from design to assembly, T/CCI is a full service
manufacturing partner to many large companies and in industries from
construction to oil fracking to railroads. The T/CCI Climatic Wind Tunnel is
located in Decatur, IL. Wind tunnel engineers are on-site with direct access to a
multi-million dollar R & D lab and engineering test facility. The climatic wind
tunnel tests air conditioning cool down, heater warm-up, defrosting, defogging,
engine & transmission cooling, road loads, inclines, trailer towing, city traffic
simulation, front end airflow, hot or cold soak evaluations and custom test
development. Key attributes of the tunnel include temperature control, humidity
range, airflow dynamometer, repeat-ability and solar simulation.

